


Golden Master is available in English 
and German 

System Requirements

OS: WinXP SP2/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768, OpenGL-kompatible

Color Depth: True Color (32-bit)

CD-ROM speed: 24x

Hard disk space: 500 MB

Audio: 16-bit

Feel that you are part of the universe and discover the night sky from any given location. Travel back
in time 1.000 years or into the future. Explicit surface area maps of planets and moons as well as 
brilliant depictions of galaxies in supreme quality show the celestial objects in their natural beauty.

● Numerical integration calculates positions of stars and planets in real-time

● Fascinating 3-D flights out of our galaxy

● A new and even more realistic construction of the sky with an intuitively operable control

● Impressive 3-D description of planets as well as significant moons and 
Deep Sky objects

● Simulation of more than 2.500.000 stars (Tycho-2), 70.000 Deep Sky objects, 1.000 asteroids,
200 comets and dwarf planets

● Professional sky calendar to calculate eclipses and conjunctions for any 
given location – with possibilities for direct simulation

● Downloading current data of orbits for 2.000 satellites, asteroids and comets which can be 
followed from the Earth 

● Includes a comprehensive dictionary of astronomy 

Redshift 3D 
The next generation of the popular
planetarium software
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Your perfect starting point for a journey into the fascinating world of astronomy.
An excellent astronomy course for both beginners and advanced users.

● Easy-to-understand texts; entertaining presentation

● Includes a virtual planetarium based on Redshift 7: realistic 3-D model of 
our galaxy, approx. 100 million stars and nebulae, star clusters, galaxies; 
all planets and moons of our solar system

● Basics, theory and history of astronomy

● Introduces the major features of the night sky to the user who will perform
practical observations by operating the virtual telescope

● Many interactive simulations of the night sky, videos and animations

Redshift College Edition
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Programming Tools

Authoring: c++/Java

Text Translation

Word count: 140,000 

Audio/video: over 100 minutes

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Video Card: OpenGL compatible, 32 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 250 MB

Audio: 16-bit

Languages already available :
German



Learn the art of typing – with the popular and successful typing trainer 
»Goldfinger« on CD-ROM, the accurate and efficient application of touch writing.

● 26 lessons of systematic typing training on the PC keyboard

● Useful both for private business and in the office

● Record your own texts using a microphone, and take them as a dictation

● NEW: Online Highscore List

● Four learning games for fun during your individual learning progress

● Tips and tricks for finger gymnastic exercises

● NEW exercise: Use news from RSS feeds for a dictation

● Integrated dictation mode with numerous texts from famous literary works,
(for localisation, these texts can be replaced) 

● Learning statistics and error analysis for each finger 

● Test simulations with analysis and statistics of your results

● Time control – records the exact number of keystrokes per minute

Programming Tools

Authoring: Silverlight

Integration: USM

Text Translation

Word count: app. 2,000

Dictation samples to be replaced

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768 
(1280 x 1024 recommended)

Color Depth: High Color (16-bit)

CD-ROM speed: 12x

Hard disk space: 200 MB

Audio: 16-bit

Goldfinger 8 – Der ultimative Tipp-Trainer. 
Professional typing using all ten fingers will
save you a lot of time and trouble
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Have you got what it takes to be a Viking?

An adventure game for your PC. Discover and experience the historical 
background of the Vikings and learn how wild they really were.

● Exciting adventure game, displayed in realistic 3-D graphics

● Four quest lines, numerous mini games, arcade games and a 
comprehensive quiz section

● Lots of additional background information on the everyday life of the Vikings

● The game is suitable for children over eight years

Programming Tools

Authoring: Trinigy Engine 4.5

Integration: USM

Text Translation

Word count tutorials: 13,380

Database format: XML

Audio: 4,000 words

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Graphics card: DirectX ™ 9 compatible, 64 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 1 GB

Audio: 16-bit

Educational history adventure 
for kids: The Vikings
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Your perfect PC game whenever you want to discover one of the most fascinating
periods in history. 

Players will learn a lot about ancient Rome’s culture, commerce, architecture, 
politics and education, as well as about the military aspects of the Romans and
their weak spot for gladiatorial fights.

● Exciting adventure game, displayed in realistic 3-D graphics

● Four quest lines, numerous mini games and exciting arcade games provide
lots of fun

● Compete in chariot races; serve customers in a tavern; help 
traders find their products; or just operate a catapult 

● The game is suitable for children over eight years 

● Learn a lot of extraordinary, exciting things related to the Romans – by 
interviewing the characters of the game, by solving the tasks and by clicking
on numerous informative objects

Educational history adventure 
for kids: The Romans
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Programming Tools

Authoring: Trinigy Engine 4.5

Integration: USM

Text Translation

Word count tutorials: expecting 14,000 - 15,000

Database format: XML

Audio: expecting 4,000 words

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Graphics card: DirectX ™ 9 compatible, 64 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 1 GB

Audio: 16-bit



Let’s join Emil and Pauline in the country: Together with Emil, a gentle polar bear,
and Pauline, an energetic penguin, the kids will solve various tasks on the farm,
in the farm-house and in the shed, practising their powers of concentration, 
memory and logic skills.

● Nine different hidden object games displayed in three scenarios: 
farm, farm-house and barn

● Tasks: Identify objects and animals by their sounds or in the illustrations;
solve/make puzzles; find objects using a pocket lamp; recognize sounds in 
different words; work with generic terms; and much more

● Trains important basic skills, such as concentration, endurance, auditory 
perception, memory, logic and fine motor skills

● Carefully designed, colorful environment with many sounds and animations
that come alive during the game

● Print option for hidden object images

● For children aged up to seven years

Emil and Pauline in the Country
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Programming Tools:

Authoring: Flash

Text: app. 2,000 words

Audio: app. 1,000 words

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

MacOS 10.4 

CPU type: Athlon/Pentium, 1 GHz, Power PC/Intel Core

Memory: 256 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Color Depth: High Color (16-bit)

Hard disk space: 60 MB

Audio: 16-bit



Let’s join Emil and Pauline in the city. The popular learning game is appropriate
for the youngest. Emil and Pauline teach children from five to seven years some
of the basic skills for a successful start in school.

● New episode of the popular »Emil and Pauline« series, this time conceived as
a hidden object game (similar to the book series »Where is Wally?«)

● Lovely design: combines hidden object games with fun learning games. 
Examples: assign sounds to animals, find objects using a pocket lamp, 
recognize sounds in different words

● Navigation made even easier for pre-schoolers and those who are just 
beginning to read

● Several degrees of difficulty

Emil and Pauline in the City
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Programming Tools:

Authoring: Flash

Text: app. 2,000 words

Audio: app. 1,000 words

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

MacOS 10.4 

CPU type: Athlon/Pentium, 1 GHz, Power PC/Intel Core

Memory: 256 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Color Depth: High Color (16-bit)

Hard disk space: 60 MB

Audio: 16-bit



With this in mind, the teacher Almuth Bartl and comic artist Jan Birck have created
the learning series »Emil and Pauline«: Emil, the gentle polar bear and Pauline,
the energetic penguin, accompany the kids while adventuring through the specta-
cular scenarios of each CD-ROM.

These innovative educational games increase the learning success of children as
the author convers the newest insights of education, technical didactics and 
psychology in a creative way for children. Playfully Emil and Pauline train mathe-
matics and orthography to kids appropriate for different ages.

● Practising the powers of concentration, memory and logic skills

● Focus on mathematics, German and English

● Lovingly created graphics with an attention to detail

● For children from four to eight years

Learning can be fun!
The »Emil and Pauline« Series
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The exciting strategy game created by renowned author Reiner Knizia. 
An adaptation of the board game »Keltis« that won the reviewers award 
»Spiel des Jahres« – Game of the Year – in 2008. 

● Play against the artificial intelligence in four different degrees of difficulty, 
or online in a network 

● Includes multi-player mode for up to four players

● Features both online and LAN gaming

● Extra: challenging Solitaire version for single-player mode

● Get started easily thanks to simple rules and a tutorial

● NEW: Includes the board game extension »New Challenges«

● NEW: Keltis campaign with four different degrees of increasing difficulty, 
for an even more varied game without opponents

● Fun for beginners and advanced strategists

● Ages 10-99

Keltis Gold
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Programming Tools

Authoring: c++/HE 2D Engine

Integration: USM

Text Translation

Word count tutorial and rules: 3,900 

Database format: .tbl (similar to xml)

Audio: no audio files

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Video Card: DirectX 9 compatible, 32 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 250 MB

Audio: 16-bit



Golden Master available in English 
and German 

System Requirements for Windows
OS: Windows XP+SP3/Vista/Win7/Win8
CPU type/Speed: Intel Pentium 4 or AMD K7 / 2 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768 or higher
Graphics card: GeForce 6-Serie or ATI Radeon X1000; 256 MB RAM or higher
DirectX: DirectX 9.0c
Hard disk space: 2 GB 
Sound: DirectX compatible sound card
Internet connection: Broadband access

System Requirements for MacOS X
OS: MacOS 10.7 or later
CPU type/Speed: Intel Core2Duo / 2 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768 or higher
Graphics card: GeForce 320 M; 256 MB RAM or higher
Hard disk space: 2 GB 

Whether you are building settlements and roads or trading resources – what matters
is a good strategy. Find out if you really are a secret colonialist, confront your 
rivals such as Sean the knight, Nassir the merchant or Jean the pirate and 
become Lord of Catan!

● True-to-the-original adaptation of »The Settlers of Catan« board game; 
includes the »Seafarers« and »Cities & Knights« expansions

● Create your own maps and scenarios and share them with other players

● Detailed 3D graphics bring Catan to life

● New special scenarios: Enchanted Land, Great Canal

● Includes comprehensive tutorial and Catan Almanac

Trade, build, rule – 
Catan Creators Edition, the classic
board game now for PC and Mac
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The successful board game series »The Settlers of Catan«, 
published by Franckh-Kosmos Verlag and Mayfair Games (US), has
been translated into more than 25 languages.

In the German speaking countries alone, there have been sold
more than 10 mio. copies of the original base game »The Settlers 
of Catan«.

The classic strategy game is available not only for PC/Mac but
also for

● iPhone/iPod and iPad: Catan, The Seafarers (IAP), 
Cities & Knights (IAP) 

● Android: Catan, The Seafarers (IAP), Cities & Knights (IAP)

● iPhone/iPod/iPad and Android: over 1 mio. copies sold

● Kindle: Catan

● Nintendo DS

● Catan Online World: play different versions of »The Settlers of
Catan« with real people via the Internet.
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»Catan«, the legendary strategy game, is now here for Nintendo DS to provide
gaming fun any time, anywhere. True to the original game, you can compete 
with up to four players for the most settlements, the longest roads and the 
largest army. Find out if you really are a secret colonialist, confront your rivals
and become Lord of Catan.

● Faithful adaptation of the German board-game classic

● Developed in collaboration with author Klaus Teuber

● Multi-card play for up to four players

● Compete against 8 different AI opponents, each with their own strategy

● Play a campaign or single scenarios

● Get started easily thanks to integrated Catan Almanac and detailed manual

Catan Nintendo DS™
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Languages:
English and German
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Languages already available in 
English and German 

Programming Tool

Unity 3D Engine

System Requirements

OS: WinXP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU type/Speed: Intel Pentium, 3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Graphics card: DirectX 9.0c-kompatible, 256 MB RAM
(NVIDA GeForce 6800 Serie, ATI Radeon X850 or higher)

Hard disk space: 450 MB

Audio: 16-bit

Oktoberfest Manager – 
a humorous simulation game 
for aspiring beer barons

● Exciting simulation for the largest people’s fair in the world

● The rise of a beer dynasty: work your way up from an owner of a takeaway to a 
celebrated beer tent manager

● Customize your own character: a traditional Bavarian or a celeb manager? 
Pick the location of your tent, the amount of staff you need and how much 
beer and fryer you want to sell

● New strategic challenges can turn up suddenly while the Oktoberfest is in 
full swing, prepare yourself for any kind of difficulties and obstacles 

Content:

● Find the best strategy to be the perfect »tent keeper«. Only who keeps house properly
and tries to get as many people as possible into his/her beer tent can increase one’s
total revenue

● The management of your tent in detail:
– you have various options of how to arrange your tent according to your own tastes 
– you can choose between decoration, staff, ambience and bands

● The real challenge is during the Oktoberfest itself:  boost your beer and fryer 
consumption as well as the atmosphere in the tent with skillful use of your resources



Cobra, Downward Facing Dog or Fish –  a pioneer of  Jivamukti Yoga, Patrick Broome,
shows how to relieve stress by focusing energy and generating it in the different areas
Beginners and advanced alike can enjoy and luxuriate in the entire program, single se-
quences or assemble a unique individual training.  Let go, physically and emotionally.

● Yoga variations for beginners and Advanced

● Videos, pictures and texts explain breathing, posture and dynamic movements 
of Yoga

● Various exercise programs that differ in length and focus

● Individual training by choosing effective sequences that fit your personal 
constitution

● For PC and DVD player

Healthy mind, body, and soul – Start your 
personal yoga training by creating your 
own individually effective workout!
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System Requirements

OS: XP/Vista/Win7/Win8

CPU Type/Speed: Athlon/Pentium, 1,5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics Resolution: 1024 x 768

Graphics Card: High Color (16 Bit)

CD-/DVD-ROM Speed: 2x

Hard Drive Space: 100 MB

Audio: 16 Bit
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